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In this paper we compute [BP(n), bu] by examining two spectral sequences; the Adams spectral 
sequence with E, term ExtA(H*bu,H*BP(n)), and a universal coefficient spectral sequence with 
E2 term Extbu,(bu*BP(n), bu,). By comparing the two different associated gradeds, one can tell 
that both spectral sequences collapse to their respective El terms. 
1. Introduction 
Let BP be the Brown-Peterson spectrum associated to the prime p and BP(n) be 
the associated spectrum constructed in [3] to have 
n*BP(n) =Ztp)[u,, 4, . . . , u,l. 
When the spectrum for connective k-theory, denoted bu, is localized at p, it splits 
up as a wedge of suspensions of BP(l), (see [6]), 
P-2 
buCpj= v .Z*‘BP( 1). 
i=O 
One way to calculate bui*,,BP(n) is via the Adams spectral sequence (abbreviated 
A.S.S.) 
Extn(H*buCp), H*BP(n)) * [BP(n), by,,1 
P-2 /I 
@ C2’ExtA(H*BP(1),H*BP<n)) 
i=O 
Since H*BP( 1) rA BE, Z/p, where E, =E[Q,, Q,] is an exterior subalgebra of the 
Steenrod algebra generated by the Milnor basis elements Q. and Q,, a change of 
rings isomorphism reduces the calculation of the E2 term to Ext, calculations 
which are routine using the ideas of [l], [2] or [lo]. The only substantial problem in 
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computing bu&) BP(n) is calculating the differentials in the spectral sequence. 
Traditionally, there are many ways of showing that differentials are zero. Amongst 
them are: 
(1) The differential goes to a zero group. 
(2) The spectral sequence has some multiplicative structure with which the dif- 
ferentials must commute. 
(3) One already has some knowledge of the target group and if a certain differen- 
tial exists, the spectral sequence becomes unable to account for this information. 
A combination of these three tactics suffices to show that all differentials are zero 
in the spectral sequences mentioned. The main idea of this paper is to use another 
spectral sequence, a universal coefficient spectral sequence (abbreviated U.C.S.S.), 
converging to the same group, in order to collect some information about this target 
group. 
In [ 111, Robinson proved the existence of a universal coefficient spectral sequence 
Ext$(&(K), Y,) * YS-‘(K) 
for any A, ring spectrum X and A”X-module spectrum Y. If we take Y = X= bucpj, 
K= BP(n), we get 
Ext;*‘,,(bu,BP(n), bu,) * bu”-‘BP(n). 
In isolation we cannot determine all differentials in this spectral sequence either, but 
we do get enough information about the target group to conclude that all differen- 
tials in the A.S.S. are zero. This in turn indicates that the U.C.S.S. also collapses 
to its E2 term. An application of this result occurs in the construction of Brown- 
Gitler spectra at BP(2) (see [S]). 
If BP(0)k are the generalized Brown-Gitler spectra at BP(O) = HZb as defined in 
[5] and constructed by Mahowald in [9] for p = 2, Kane in [7] for p an odd prime, 
and also by Goerss in [4] and Shimamoto in [12], then the method of contrasting 
an A.S.S. with a U.C.S.S. can be used to prove that bu,,,ABP(n) splits as a wedge 
of suspensions of BP(0)kAbu,,) for various k. 
In all of this, things would be simpler if it was known that BP(l) is A, so that 
Robinson’s U.C.S.S. could be used directly to give 
Extgp(l)*(BP(l)*BP(n),BP(l),) * BP(l)*BP<n). 
Then everything could be done with bu replaced by BP(l). Since it is not known 
whether BP( 1) (or BP(n) for n I 1) is A,, we can only prove the collapsing of this 
spectral sequence by the contorted route followed in this paper. 
In Section 2 we compute the El module structure of H*BP(n). This information 
is needed to do the Ext calculations for the A.S.S. In Section 3 we compute 
bu*BP(n), which we need to compute the E2 terms of the U.C.S.S.‘s. In Section 
4 we compute both the E2 terms needed for computing bu*BP(n) and show that 
the A.S.S. collapses to its E2 term. In Section 5 we prove the splitting of buABP(n), 
by following essentially the same procedure. 
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Much of this paper consists of calculations following standard techniques and 
many readers will do well just to read the definitions and statements of the results 
until reaching Theorem 8. There one finds novel arguments taking advantage of the 
two completely different associated gradeds for bu*BP(n) provided by the A.S.S. 
and the U.C.S.S. The best overview can be obtained by consulting Table 1 in Section 
5 which summarizes the different contributions to the two different E2 terms, 
generated by the different pairs of summands in H*BP(0)k and H*BP(n). 
Throughout this paper, all spectra will be localized at a prime p (so we write bu 
for bu&. Ordinary homology is always with modp coefficients. For any connected 
algebra B, we write L? for the augmentation ideal. The case p = 2 has been left out 
(actually the easiest because bu~~~=BP(l)). To get the correct statements of results 
and proofs replace p by Sq’, Pk by Sqzk, 5; by [,’ and ri by ii+, . It is important 
to distinguish between ur and u, where rc*bu = Zcp)[u], Iu/ =2 and n,BP(l) = 
Zcp,]u,], Iu,/ =2(p- 1). Because lull plays an important role in this paper, when- 
ever 4 appears as the degree of something, its value is 2(p- 1). An element of 
Ext;‘(M,N) is said to have filtration s and stem t-s. Homology modules are 
graded by degree while cohomology modules are graded by codegree. Hom’(AI,N) 
means homomorphism that increases degree by t or decreases codegree by t. 
2. The E, module structure of H*BP(n) 
These calculations are performed using the methods and notation developed in 
]1,2,101. 
We start by determining the left El module structure of H*BP(n). It turns out 
to be easier to work with the dual of x(H*BP(n)) where x is the canonical anti- 
automorphism of the Steenrod algebra. Since H*BP(n) gA/A. I!?~ (see [3] or [13]) 
we get x(H*BP(n))=.4AE,,.A and 
(A/~~.A)*~~F,[t;,,r2r...10Ett,+,,r,+,,...l. 
The left action of E, on H*BP(n) becomes a left action on (A/E, 1 A)* which is 
given by 
Qor;=T;t QoS; = 0, 
Q,~i=tiP_,, Q,&=o, 
Q,(~.6)=(Qja)b+(-l)“a(Qjb) forj=O,l. 
LetB,=F,,[&,&+, ,... ]@E[T,+,,~,+~ ,... ] betheE, submoduleofF,[r,,<, ,... ]@ 
E[T,+,,~,+~, . ..I generated by r,,&,+,, . . . . r,+1,r,+2, . . . . Then, as El modules, 
(A/~~.A)*~F,[r,,52,...,r,~,loBn. 
For any index set I=(i,,i,,...,i,)~N’, the degree of (‘=<;I,...,<: is d(l)= 
2. C,“l, i, (pj - 1). As a module over E, , Fp [<,, r2, . . . , <, _ , ] = aIE N,, , ~d”‘Z/p, so 
our task is reduced to determining the El module structure of B,. 
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Since QiQi = 0, for i = 0, 1, Qi acts as a differential on any module Mover E, and 
we can define H(M; Qi)=Ker Q;/Im Qi. Under the differential Qo, the module B, 
can be expressed as a tensor product of chain complexes. The first factor is the poly- 
nomial algebra Fp[&,] with zero boundary. For r22, the rth factor has a base of 
monomials 
~++irr+~~i and C+nPl for i=O, 1,2, . . . 
with boundary 
7.,+.-dr+n~,+rl+t~-,. 
Hence for rz 2, the rth factor has homology Fp, and the Q. homology of B, is 
F,K,l. 
Under Q,, the complex is also a tensor product of chain complexes. This time, 
for rz 1, the rth factor has a base of monomials 
7rin r+n-I r' and 5ffn-1 for i=O, 1,2, . . . 
with boundary 
7r+nrf+n~14++::-,. 
The homology of this factor is Fp [<,+,_ 1 ]/r,Pt. 1. Thus the Q, homology of B,, is 
a truncated algebra generated by &,, &+ i, . . . with relations cp = 0, C,P+ i = 0,. . . . n 
Next, assign a filtration to elements of B, by setting 
wt(&) = wt(7,) =pi, wt(a . 6) = wt(a) + wt(b). 
Let B,j be the elements of weight j in B,. Since the Qi preserve this filtration, as 
El modules, 
Since wt(rA) = i. p”, B,,,. has Q. homology isomorphic to Fp and generated by 
r 1, which we write as 
H(B,;,n; Q,+F,(5:>. 
If i=io+i,p+i,p2+...+i,p m is the p-adic expansion of i, then 
wt(<$rj+, . ..[~+.;,)=p”(io+pi,+...+pmi,)=i.p” 
so 
H(B,ipn; Q1)gFp(t$r2+1 .**<k+m+m>. 
Now from m L 0, let L(m) be the module over El given by generators 
4, O<i<m, la;l=qi where q=2(p- 1) 
and relations 
Q,ai=Qoai+,, Osi<m, 
Qoao=O=Qla,. 
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For m<O, let f(m) be given by generators 
ai, mlis-1, /ai1 =qi- 1 
and relations 
Q1aI=Q&+19 rnlis-2. 
Let vp be the function defined by v,(b)=m when pm 1 b and pm+‘{b. Notice that 
v,(b!)= C~=obi(p’~‘+**.+p+l) 
where b=b,+b,p+... + b,pS is the p-adic expansion of b. Then, since B,.” is a 
bounded module with Q. generator in degree i(2p” - 2) and Q, generator in degree 
2 c,“=, (P*+j- 1). ij, the classification of such modules found in [2] or [lo] implies 
that 
(B, i~.)*~~2icp”-1)L(~p(i!))OF 
for some module F free over E,. Hence 
Proposition 1. 
H*BP(n) 3 [,$ , Xd”‘L/P 
> ( 
0 2”pn-‘k(vp(j!)) @(V@E,) 
> 
> 
@ (VOE,) 
where V is some graded Fp vector space. 0 
3. The hu homology of BP(n) 
In this section we use the Adams spectral sequence 
Ext,,(H*BP(n), Z/p) = [S, BP(l) nBP(n)] 
and then bu= V$‘:iZ2iBP( 1) to compute bu,BP(n). In this case, strategies (1) 
and (2), i.e. looking at the grading and the multiplicative structure, will suffice to 
show that this A.S.S. collapses to its E2 term. To see this we need to calculate these 
Ext groups. 
Table 3.9 of [2] or direct calculation tells us that 
Ext$YZ@, UP) = Fp [qo,qi 1 
where q0 is the generator in bidegree (1,1) and q, is the generator in bidegree 
(1, q + 1). For any nonnegative integer m, let M(m) be the graded Fp [qo, ql] module 
given by generators 
a 13 Olilm, Iail =(O,qi) 
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and relations 
q]ai=qOai+,, OliSm. 
If m < 0, then M(m) is given by generators 
O,bi, m5i5-1, Ibil =(O,qi- l), 101 =(lmi, irnl) 
and relations 
qlbi=qobj+l, m5i<-1, 
40b,=O=q,b_,. 
Proposition 2 (Adams and Priddy [2, $31). For any integer n, 
E%,(Un), Z/P) = M(n), ExtE,(~/p,L(n))~.(-n) 
as modules over F, [qo, ql]. Cl 
For m a nonnegative integer, define modules N(m) over B~pj[ul] %BP(l), by 
generators 
L7i, OSi%m, /a;/ =qi, 
and relations 
vla;=Pa,+l, Oli<m. 
If m is a negative integer, define N(m) by generators 
bi,a, msil-1, Ibij=qi- 1, Ial =0 
and relations 
Ulbi=pb,+l, msi, 
pb,=O=v,b_,. 
Theorem 3. 
BP( l),BP(n) G @ Zdc”N(v,(i,, !)) @ V 
IEN” 
as a module over BP( 1) *, where V is the Fp vector space of Proposition 1. 
Proof. Combining Propositions 1 and 2 gives 
Ext;,*(H*BP(n), Z/p) G @ _@‘)M(v,(i, !)) @ V. 
IE N” 
Since all elements in positive filtration are torsion free and lie in even stems, all 
differentials must be zero and the spectral sequence collapses to the E2 term. A 
standard argument involving a pairing of this Adams spectral sequence with the one 
converging to BP(l), enables us to go from this E, structure to the desired result. 
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To state the result for bu*BP(n), we need to define modules N(m) over bu*% 
Zcp,[u], the definitions are the same as for N(m), except u, should be replaced by 
up-’ in the relations. 
Corollary 4. 
bu,BP(n)~,~,,~~d(‘)N(v,(i,!))O(vO(l/p[u]/(oP-’))). 0 
4. The bu cohomology of BP(n) 
Proposition 5. In the Adams spectral sequence for computing [BP(n), bu], 
Proof. Just combine Propositions 1 and 2. 0 
For any module N over a ring R, write T(N) for the torsion submodule 
T(N)={nEiNJrn=O for some O#reR}. 
Then N/T(N) is torsion free. One notices that .Z ““T(M(- v,(i, !))) is concentrated 
in odd stems and ,X ‘(‘)M(- v (i !))/T(M(-v,,(i, !))) is concentrated in even stems. 
As usual V* is concentrated ii fyhration zero. Thus the only possible nontrivial dif- 
ferentials in this spectral sequence will have T(O,,.,,~d”‘M(-v,(i,,!))) as their 
target. We turn to the U.C.S.S. to see that this can not happen. 
Our next task is to compute the E2 term of the U.C.S.S. 
Proposition 6. 
ExtOdu*,(bu*BP(n), bu,)= @ c~dc’)m(-v,(i,!))/T(N( 
IG N” 
Extki*(bu*BP(n), bu,)=:C @ Cmd”)T(m(-vp(in!))), 
IEbb” 
Ext$**(bu*BP(n), bu,)~~~ql/*O(F,[u]/(uP~‘)), 
Extif;*,(bu,BP(n),bu.)gO for sr3. 
Proof. From Corollary 4, it suffices to show 
Lemma 7. 
_ v,(i, !)>h 
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W&;,,u,(~, tW(op- ‘), ~Cp,[uI)~ 
i 
z-T,[u]/(oP-‘), s=2, 
0 
, sz2. 
Proof. A free resolution of n(n) is given by 
0 +-N(n) Z- 4 ZqiZ(,Ju] . ei 5 0 ZqiZCp)[u] . f, + 0 
i=o i=l 
where the Z(,)[u] linear maps are defined by 
E(ei)=ai, doCf)=uei-,-pe,. 
A free resolution of Fp[o]/(up- ‘) is given by 
do 4 
0 + Fp[W(up~‘) L ~cpj[4. e+-ZcpJul .fi 0~~p~[4 .f2 - ~q~~p~[ul~ g + 0 
where the maps are 
doGfi > =pe, docf2) = ue, 
E(e)= 1, 4(g) = ufi -pe2. 
Applying Homzc,,[ul( ,Zcp,[u]) to these resolutions and taking homology gives the 
desired results. 0 
Theorem 8. 
as a module over ZCp,[o] because both the Adams spectral sequence and the univer- 
sal coefficient spectral sequence collapse to their E2 terms. 
Proof. In the U.C.S.S., the E$* term automatically survives to EL* because 
d,:E;*+E;ir,* and E;* is zero for SL 3 (Z(p)[u] has global dimension 2). Hence 
the torsion modules eIENil” _@‘)T(N(-vp(in !))) appear in EL*. Since they are 
concentrated in odd stems and all the torsion free groups are in even stems, for each 
summand there is a torsion group at least as large (possibly larger because of the 
possibility of extensions with the Z/p’s in filtration two) in [BP(n), bu]. The only 
way the A.S.S. can account for this is if all the T(M(-v,(i,!))) survive to the E, 
term. Recall however that they were the only possible targets for differentials, so 
the A.S.S. collapses. Finally notice that the extensions corresponding to those 
envisaged in the U.C.S.S cannot occur in the A.S.S. 0 
A review of the proof will indicate that what we have really proved is 
Theorem 9. If X is a connective spectrum of finite type with 
H*Xr @ Z”L(j,)@ V@El 
i-ER 
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as a module over E, , with iy= i, mod 2 for all r, s E R and j, nonnegative for all 
reR, then 
(a) the A.S.S. for [S,bu/\X] collapses to give 
bu,XE @ L”‘N(j,) 
( reR > 
@(V@F,[u]/(up-I)) 
as a module over bu, and 
(b) the A.S.S. for [X, bu] collapses to give 
[X,bu]*= @ Cm’fN(-j,.) 
C > 
@(Z~4-2V*@(Fp[u]/(u 
rfR 
A corollary to Theorem 8 used in [S] is 
Corollary 10. 
[BP(n),BP(l)]E @ ~-dc”N(-vp(i,!))O~-Y~2V*. 
IE hjn 
Proof. The A.S.S. collapses to its E2 term. 0 
P- 9)). 
Proof of Theorem 9. Note [BP(n), bu] z @f:e’ Z2’[BP(n), BP(l)]. So our know- 
ledge of [BP(n), bu] gives us enough information about the target group to use 
strategy (3) to see that all differentials are zero in the A.S.S. for [BP(n), BP( l)]. 0 
5. A splitting of bunBP(n) 
Spectra BP(Olk with H*BP(0)k=A/A. {/3,x@ / i>k} were constructed (with 
different names) by Mahowald [9] for p = 2 and by Kane [7] for odd primes p. In 
[7, Section 111, Kane proves that H*CqkBP(0)k is isomorphic as an E’ module 
to monomials of weight pk in Fp[<l,[2, . ..I @E[tz, r3, . ..I. which implies that 
H*ZqkBP(0)k is isomorphic as an E’ module to ZqkL(v,((pk)!)) @ V@ E1 for some 
graded Fp vector space I/. Thus there is an isomorphism in cohomology 
H*(buABP(n)vHV)= @ H*(buA~d’f’BP(0)“~i’P’)OH*HV’ 
IENfl 
for some graded Fp vector spaces V and v’. The goal of this section is to prove that 
this isomorphism is realized by a homotopy equivalence of spectra. 
Theorem 11. 
buABP(n)vHV= V bur\~d(‘)BP(0)[C”PIVHV’. 
Is N” 
In order to construct this splitting we want to construct maps in [BP(Ojk, 
bu A BP(n)] which will realize this isomorphism in cohomology after they have been 
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smashed with bu. In order to do this it suffices to show that for arbitrary kz0 the 
Adams spectral sequence for [BP(0)k, bur\BP(n)] collapses. As in Section 4, we 
contrast the associated graded which the Adams spectral sequence gives for this 
group with the one given by the universal coefficient spectral sequence 
Ext”d:,(bu,BP(0)k, bu,BP(n)) * [BP(Ojk, bunBP(n)],_,, 
a special case of the universal coefficient spectral sequence found in [ll, $61. 
First let us record the E2 term of the Adams spectral sequence for [BP(Ojk, 
buABP(n)]. 
Proposition 12. 
P-2 
G ,FO .Z2’ Ext;,* @ Zd”‘L(v,(in!))@(V@E1),~qkL(vp((pk)!))@(k”@E1) 
IGiN” > 
P-2 
=z-qk @ x2’ 
i=O 
,g,i r%!l(v,(i, !) - v,((pk)!)) 
Proof. As in Section 4, use [2, Section 31 to determine Ext”* for SI 1 and compute 
ExtoV* = Horn* directly. 0 
To apply the U.C.S.S. we need to know bu,BP(n), (which was given in Section 
3) and bu,BP(0)k. 
Proposition 13. 
bu,BP<O>k~N(v,((pk)!))O(I/‘OF,[o]/(oP-l)) 
where I/’ is the graded Fp vector space of Proposition 12. 
Proof. Exactly the same as the computation of bu*BP(n) in Section 3. q 
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Proposition 14. 
FJ”l/(“% 
1 
s=o, 
(a) E~~~*(F,[“]/(v~~‘),F~[“]/(“P~‘)~ ~~~~~~~~~~~,~~‘~‘““(““-‘)~ 
, 
:I;’ 
0, sr3, 
which is isomorphic to @f’=-02 Z ’E;* as a graded FP vector space. 
n-l 
@ _ZqiFP [u]/(u”~ ‘), s= 1, 
i=o 
(b) Ext$;~(F,[~]/(u~-~),~(n))= 
1 
Tq 6 xP’FP[u]/(uP~‘), s=2, 
i=o 
0, S# 42, 
which is isomorphic to ZPqe2 @‘lo2 ,X2’L(n) as a graded FD vector space. 
(c) Ex~;J?(m),FP[u]/(uP-I))= m 
: 
l~oz.~9’l.b,u]/(u”-1), s=O, 
,p, Z-qiFP[u]/(up-l), s= 1, 
0, sr2, 
which is isomorphic to @rSVo2 _X2’L(m)* as a graded FP vector space. 
(4 Ext&*JIi’(m), m(n)) 
ii@ - m)/T(N(n -m)), 
ZT(N(n - m)) &ii2 zZk 
k=O 
s=o, 
s= 1, 
sr2. 
Proof. To prove (a), (b) and (c), just use the appropriate resolution (which can be 
found in the proof of Lemma 7), apply the appropriate Horn functor, and then take 
homology. Case (d) is harder and is best dealt with in another way, namely by induc- 
tion on m. The case m=O follows from the fact that Homt,,,(bu*,N(n))=N(n). 
For the induction step we want to use the following short exact sequence of bu* 
modules: 
ai- a,+l, a,- 1. 
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I / 
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This induces a long exact sequence in Ext, 
0 - Ext”(bu*/(up- ‘), N(n)) -+ Ext’(N(m + l),N(n)) -+ Ext”(.Zq&n),fl(n)) 
~Ext’(bu,/(uP-‘),~(n))~ Ext’(~(m+ l),~(n))+Extl(,.Zq&n),~(n)) 
~Ext2(bu,/(oP~1),~(n))-0+0- ..a. 
Again, one calculates directly from the definitions that 
Ext;;*(bu,/(r/- ‘),N(n))= 
bu,/(u’-1)@Z-q;@2’( & Z@Z/p), s= 1, 
0 Sfl. 
The connecting homomorphism 6 is the Yoneda product with the element of 
Ext;, (bu,/(uP~l),~(m))~:(m)/(uP-‘).N(m) * 
represented by the short exact sequence. This element can be calculated to be pa,. 
Then, the induction hypothesis plus 
Ext’(A(m + l), N(n)) z Ext”(C4Z?(m), &r))/coim 6 
and 
Ext’(N(m + l), N(n)) 3 Extl(ZqN(m), N(n)) @ coker 6 
give the desired results. 0 
Finally we get 
Theorem 15. For any k,n nonnegative integers, the Adams spectral sequence 
Ext,(H*(buABP(n)),H*BP(0)k) * [BP<Ojk, buABP(n)], 
and the universal coefficient spectral sequence 
Extt,,*(bu,BP(0)k, bu,BP(n)) * [BP(Ojk, buABP(n)], 
both collapse to their E2 terms. 
In lieu of a proof (which is identical to the proof of Theorem 8), consider Table 
1 which summarizes the contributions made to the two different E2 terms made by 
different pairs of summands in the E, module structure of H*BP(0)k and H*BP(n). 
Theorem 11 is just a corollary of Theorem 15 by the argument given at the begin- 
ning of this section. 
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